
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

nùÒ{ÉÉ´É±ÉÒ {É´ÉÇ  

 

{É®ú¨É +Ë½þºÉEò |É¦ÉÖ ¨É½þÉ´ÉÒ®ú Eäò ÊxÉ´ÉÉÇhÉ EòÒ ºiÉÖÊiÉ ¨Éå 

ºÉÉ¨ÉÚÊ½þEò vªÉÉxÉ,VÉ{É +ÉÊnù Eäò ºÉÉlÉ {ÉÚVÉxÉ Eäò ºÉ¨ÉªÉ VÉèxÉ 

ºÉÆºEòÉ®ú Ê´ÉÊvÉ EòÉ |ÉªÉÉäMÉ ÊEòªÉÉ VÉÉB* 

VÉèxÉ ºÉÆºEòÉ®ú Ê´ÉÊvÉ -- 

+É´É¶ªÉEò ºÉÉ¨ÉOÉÒ - 

+IÉiÉ ( SÉÉ´É±É ), EÖÆòEÖò¨É,¨ÉÉä±ÉÒ,MÉÖRó,VÉ±É 

Eò±É¶É,+MÉ®ú¤ÉiÉÒ,±ÉÉ±É ´ÉºjÉ,{É]Âõ]õ, ÊºÉCEäò,PÉÒ EòÉ 

nùÒ{ÉEò,lÉÉ±É,¨ÉÆMÉ±É ¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ {ÉjÉEò*     

 

                ¨ÉÆMÉ±É ¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ {ÉjÉEò 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                

 Ê´ÉÊvÉ - ºÉ´ÉÇ |ÉlÉ¨É {ÉÚ´ÉÉÇÊ¦É¨ÉÖJÉ ½þÉäEò®ú ¨ÉÆMÉ±É ¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ 

{ÉjÉEò EòÉä =ÊSÉiÉ ºlÉÉxÉ  {É®ú ºlÉÉÊ{ÉiÉ Eò®åú* 

 lÉÉ±É Eäò ¨ÉvªÉ EÖÆòEÖò¨É ºÉä +½Çþ¨ÉÂ EòÉ +ÆEòxÉ Eò®åú* 

 {É]Âõ]õ {É®ú ±ÉÉ±É ´ÉºjÉ Ê¤ÉUôÉEò®ú SÉÉ´É±É ºÉä º´ÉÎºiÉEò 

¤ÉxÉÉBÆ* 

 ºÉ´ÉÇ-¨ÉÆMÉ±É-¨ÉÉÆMÉ±ªÉÆ,ºÉ´ÉÇ-Eò±ªÉÉhÉEòÉ®úhÉ¨ÉÂ* 

 |ÉvÉÉxÉÆ ºÉ´ÉÇvÉ¨ÉÉÇhÉÉÆ,VÉèxÉÆ VÉªÉiÉÖ ¶ÉÉºÉxÉ¨ÉÂ** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<ºÉ ¨ÉxjÉÉäSSÉÉ®úhÉ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ º´ÉªÉÆ Eäò iÉlÉÉ {ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®ú Eäò 

|É¨ÉÖJÉ ´ªÉÊHò Eäò  ¨ÉºiÉEò {É®ú ÊiÉ±ÉEò Eò®åú +Éè®ú ½þÉlÉ {É®ú 

¨ÉÉä±ÉÒ ¤ÉÉÆvÉå* 

 ¨ÉÆMÉ±ÉÆ ¦ÉMÉ´ÉÉxÉÂ ´ÉÒ®úÉä,¨ÉÆMÉ±ÉÆ MÉÉèiÉ¨É|É¦ÉÖ&* 

 ¨ÉÆMÉ±ÉÆ ºlÉÚ±É¦ÉpùÉtÉ&,VÉèxÉvÉ¨ÉÉæºiÉÖ ¨ÉÆMÉ±É¨ÉÂ** 

 <ºÉ ¨ÉxjÉÉäSSÉÉ®úhÉ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ Eò±É¨É +ÉÊnù Eäò ¨ÉÉä±ÉÒ ¤ÉÉÆvÉå 

iÉlÉÉ ={ÉÎºlÉiÉ ºÉnùºªÉÉå Eäò ÊiÉ±ÉEò Eò®åú* ºÉ¦ÉÒ ºÉnùºªÉ 

BEòÉOÉ ½þÉäEò®ú ºÉÉ¨ÉÚÊ½þEò °ü{É ºÉä ÊxÉ¨xÉ ¨ÉÆjÉÉå EòÉ =SSÉÉ®úhÉ 

Eò®åú - 

 hÉ¨ÉÉä ºÉ¨ÉhÉººÉ ¦ÉMÉ´É+Éä ¨É½þÉ´ÉÒ®úººÉ 

 >Äð ¿Ó ¸ÉÓ +½Èþ +½ÇþnÂù¦ªÉÉä xÉ¨ÉÉä xÉ¨É& 

 >Äð ¿Ó ¸ÉÓ +½Èþ ÊºÉräù¦ªÉÉä xÉ¨ÉÉä xÉ¨É&  

 >Äð ¿Ó ¸ÉÓ +½Èþ +ÉSÉÉªÉæ¦ªÉÉä xÉ¨ÉÉä xÉ¨É&  

 >Äð ¿Ó ¸ÉÓ +½Èþ ={ÉÉvªÉÉªÉä¦ªÉÉä xÉ¨ÉÉä xÉ¨É&  

 >Äð ¿Ó ¸ÉÓ +½Èþ MÉÉèiÉ¨Éº´ÉÉÊ¨É|É¨ÉÖJÉºÉ´ÉÇºÉÉvÉÖ¦ªÉÉä xÉ¨ÉÉä xÉ¨É& 

 ¤É½þÒ JÉÉiÉÉå Eäò ¨ÉÖJªÉ {ÉÞ¹`öÉå {É®ú ÊxÉ¨xÉÉÆÊEòiÉ ¶É¤nù ´ÉxnùxÉÉ 

+ÆÊEòiÉ Eò®åú - 

                            

                          ¸ÉÒ  

                        ¸ÉÒ ¸ÉÒ  

                       ¸ÉÒ ¸ÉÒ ¸ÉÒ 

                     ¸ÉÒ ¸ÉÒ ¸ÉÒ ¸ÉÒ 

                    ¸ÉÒ ¸ÉÒ ¸ÉÒ ¸ÉÒ ¸ÉÒ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Savve Paana Na Hantavva Esa Dhamme Dhuve, Niie, Sasae – Hurt not any creature in this World 
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             hÉ¨ÉÉä ºÉ¨ÉhÉººÉ ¦ÉMÉ´É+Éä ¨É½þÉ´ÉÒ®úººÉ 

        hÉ¨ÉÉä +®ú½ÆþiÉÉhÉÆ,hÉ¨ÉÉä ÊºÉrùÉhÉÆ,hÉ¨ÉÉä +ÉªÉÊ®úªÉÉhÉÆ, 

           hÉ¨ÉÉä =´ÉVZÉÉªÉÉhÉÆ,hÉ¨ÉÉä ±ÉÉäB ºÉ´´ÉºÉÉ½ÚþhÉÆ** 

            BºÉÉä {ÉÆSÉ hÉ¨ÉÖCEòÉ®ú,ºÉ´´É{ÉÉ´É{ÉhÉÉºÉhÉÉä* 

            ¨ÉÆMÉ±ÉÉhÉÆ SÉ ºÉ´´ÉäËºÉ,{Éfø¨ÉÆ ½þ´É<Ç ¨ÉÆMÉ±ÉÆ** 

 

 

 

¸ÉÒ ¦ÉMÉ´ÉÉxÉ ¨É½þÉ´ÉÒ®ú VÉèºÉÉ Ênù´ªÉ YÉÉxÉ,¸ÉÒ MÉÉèiÉ¨É MÉhÉvÉ®ú 

VÉèºÉÉ ¦É´ªÉ vªÉÉxÉ,¸ÉÒ ¦É®úiÉ SÉGò´ÉiÉÔ VÉèºÉÒ +xÉÉºÉÊHò,¸ÉÒ 

¤ÉÉ½Öþ¤É±ÉÒ VÉèºÉÒ ¶ÉÊHò, ¸ÉÒ +¦ÉªÉEÖò¨ÉÉ®ú VÉèºÉÒ ÊxÉ¨ÉÇ±É 

¤ÉÖÊrù,¸ÉÒ vÉzÉÉ ¶ÉÉÊ±É¦Épù VÉèºÉÒ @ñÊrù ÊºÉÊrù,ºÉä`ö ºÉÖnù¶ÉÇxÉ 

VÉèºÉÉ ¶ÉÒ±É, 

¸ÉÒ EòªÉ´ÉzÉÉ VÉèºÉÉ ºÉÉè¦ÉÉMªÉ, ¨ÉÉiÉÉ ¨ÉÉä®úÉ näù́ ÉÒ VÉèºÉÒ 

ºÉÖJÉ¸ÉÒ Eäò Ê±ÉB ¶ÉÖ¦É ´ÉÒ®ú ºÉÆ´ÉiÉÂ................Ê´ÉGò¨É 

ºÉǼ ÉiÉÂ....... 

ÊiÉÊlÉ............´ÉÉ®ú.......................ÊnùxÉÉÆEò................

. ¶ÉÖ¦É ±ÉMÉxÉ........................ B´ÉÆ ¶ÉÖ¦É 

xÉIÉjÉ............... ¨Éå ¸ÉÒ nùÒ{É¨ÉÉÊ±ÉEòÉ Eäò ¨ÉÆMÉ±É {É´ÉÇ {É®ú 

¦ÉMÉ´ÉÉxÉ ¨É½þÉ´ÉÒ®ú Eäò ¨ÉÆMÉ±É¨ÉªÉ º¨É®úhÉ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ ¤É½þÒ 

JÉÉiÉÉå EòÉ ºÉÉxÉxnù ¶ÉÖ¦ÉÉ®ú¨¦É ÊEòªÉÉ* 

¨ÉÆMÉ±É ¨ÉÆjÉ EòÉ <ºÉ |ÉEòÉ®ú =SSÉÉ®úhÉ Eò®åú - 

     ´ÉÒ®ú& ºÉ´ÉÇºÉÖ®úÉºÉÖ®äúxpù̈ ÉÊ½þiÉÉä, ´ÉÒ®Æú ¤ÉÖvÉÉ& ºÉÆÊ¸ÉiÉÉ&, 

     ´ÉÒ®äúhÉÉÊ¦É½þiÉ& º´ÉEò¨ÉÇÊxÉSÉªÉÉä,´ÉÒ®úÉªÉ ÊxÉiªÉÆ xÉ¨É&* 

     ´ÉÒ®úÉiÉÂ iÉÒlÉÇÊ¨ÉnÆù |É´ÉÞkÉ¨ÉiÉÖ±ÉÆ,´ÉÒ®úºªÉ PÉÉä®Æú iÉ{ÉÉä, 

     ´ÉÒ®äú ¸ÉÒ-vÉÞÊiÉ-EòÒÌiÉ-EòÉÎxiÉÊxÉSÉªÉÉä,½äþ ´ÉÒ®ú ¦ÉpÆù 

Ênù¶É** 

ºÉ¦ÉÒ ={ÉÎºlÉiÉ VÉxÉ ºÉÉ¨ÉÚÊ½þEò °ü{É ºÉä ¨ÉÆMÉ±É ¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ Eäò 

{ÉtÉå EòÉ =SSÉÉ®úhÉ Eò®åú- 

¨ÉÆMÉ±É ¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ  

¸ÉÒ ºÉ¨{ÉzÉÉä½Æþ ºªÉÉ¨ÉÂ, ¿Ò ºÉ¨{ÉzÉÉä½Æþ ºªÉÉ¨ÉÂ,vÉÒ ºÉ¨{ÉzÉÉä½Æþ 

ºªÉÉ¨ÉÂ, 

vÉÞÊiÉ ºÉ¨{ÉzÉÉä½Æþ ºªÉÉ¨ÉÂ, ¶ÉÊHò ºÉ¨{ÉzÉÉä½Æþ ºªÉÉ¨ÉÂ, ¶ÉÉÎxiÉ 

ºÉ¨{ÉzÉÉä½Æþ ºªÉÉ¨ÉÂ,xÉxnùÒ ºÉ¨{ÉzÉÉä½Æþ ºªÉÉ¨ÉÂ, iÉäVÉ& ºÉ¨{ÉzÉÉä½Æþ 

ºªÉÉ¨ÉÂ, ¶ÉÖC±É ºÉ¨{ÉzÉÉä½Æþ ºªÉÉ¨ÉÂ.    

¨É½þÉ´ÉÒ®ú ºiÉÖÊiÉ +ÉÊnù ¨ÉÆMÉ±É MÉÒiÉÉå EòÉ ºÉÆMÉÉxÉ Eò®åú* 

¦ÉMÉ´ÉÉxÉ ¨É½þÉ´ÉÒ®ú Eäò VÉªÉ PÉÉä¹É Eäò ºÉÉlÉ EòÉªÉÇGò¨É ºÉ¨{ÉzÉ  

Eò®åú*   

 
The Consciousness of 

Detachment and Preksha 

Meditation – Part 2 
 by Acharya Mahapragya 

 

A person came angrily and let loose some abusive 

words. When he cooled down, be regretted his 

words. ‗I have misbehaved in front of many people. 

I should not have lost my temper. I should not have 

used bad language.  He now wishes to atone for his 

act. When does a man atone for his errors? A 

person commits a mistake in passionate haste. 

When his anger abates, he regrets. A spiritual 

practitioner never repents, because there is no cause 

for regret. Let us compare those who get angry & 

those who forgive. A person takes advantages of 

others due to the strong feeling of greed. 

Overpowered by the strong passion of greed, he 

exploits others. When that strong emotion of greed 

cools down, he thinks: ‗My behavior towards my 

brother was not right.‘ Then he feels guilty. There 

are many such people who regret and atone for their 

mistakes. If we compare positive or creative and 

negative emotions, it becomes very clear that a 

person who acts according to negative emotions has 

to regret & atone for his acts later.  Till today, no 

one has said — ―I did samayik (a spiritual practice 

for 48 minutes) and felt guilty, so punish me.‖ No 

one has atoned for this act until today. Whenever a 

poisonous environment is created, repentance 

follows. Anger, ego, deceit, fear, hatred, and such 

embedded traits— all are of the same nature. These 

result in feelings of repentance. Forgiveness and 

courtesy are of different nature. A person who is 

polite never regrets having been excessively polite, 

nor does he ask forgiveness for it. The need simply 

does not arise. Let us understand the nature of these 
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two concepts clearly. One has the nature of being 

influenced by Pudgal and the other has the nature of 

being influenced by consciousness. The difference 

between these two is obvious. However, it is 

difficult for a person who is deeply colored by the 

material world to understand the world of 

consciousness. Some times there is a turning point 

when he suddenly understands reality. Some 

awaken through spiritual practices while some 

awaken by listening to others. If there is a deep 

impact upon a particular part of the brain, a sudden 

process of inner transformation occurs. Sometimes 

such a deep injury awakens the person. 

A man went to a saint and listened to his sermon 

about peace. He was very influenced by the sermon, 

and started thinking deeply. He came home and sat 

in introspection. He tried to communicate with all 

his negative emotions and began to have a dialogue 

with them: ―Dear Anger, now I think you should go 

and find some other place to reside. We have had a 

long-lasting relationship. Now please search for 

some house of your own.‖ Anger stood up 

speechless. ―Dear Ego! You have been my friend 

for a long time. I don‘t even know how long you 

have been with me, Please leave my house. Dear 

Delusion! Even you have stayed with me always. 

So now I want you to go somewhere else and leave 

me alone. My friend, Greed! You were my dearest 

friend! I have given you good company. Now I 

cannot live with you. Find your own place 

elsewhere.‖ M the negative emotions replied- ―Are 

you crazy:  What are you talking? How can we 

leave you? Don‘t you know the law of the world? A 

person who pays rent for more than 10 to 20 years 

becomes the owner of that house. But in our case 

we don‘t know how long we have been together. 

Today, you are indulging in talk of discarding us. It 

seems your mind is upset. Are you sure you have 

not gone crazy? When one is crazy, one speaks 

strangely. You are also behaving in the same way. 

How can we leave you?‖ The person responded: ―I 

have been enlightened by spirituality. Now there is 

no room for all of you here:‖ 

As soon as the doors of inner consciousness open, 

one experiences a new world that changes the flow 

of one‘s life. Mohanla Kathotiya worked hard to 

develop Adhyatma Sadhana Kendra‘ at Mehrauli 

(New Delhi). We have also seen the earlier phase of 

his life, when he was steeped in worldly luxury and 

enjoyment and was materialistic. He was an 

eminent man with fine tastes and he enjoyed 

worldly things. When he entered the spiritual world 

by practicing Preksha Meditation, he began to live a 

life of total detachment. His old lifestyle ended. In 

other words, we can say that after practicing 

Preksha Meditation, his materialistic life died its 

own death. 

Life has two dimensions. When transformation 

takes place the influence of the material world 

decreases and our consciousness become victorious. 

Then our way of living changes. Every person 

should ask whether he wishes to win or lose. This is 

an internal struggle. You should know in what 

condition lam living. It is possible that up to the age 

of 30-40 years, a person may not think about the 

development of his inner consciousness. Some 

people might think of this development earlier, but 

after crossing the age of 40, it is necessary to re-

channel our thought processes. That is a milestone 

in our lives. After this age, the journey of our life 

starts declining. The potential of our senses 

weakens gradually. This is explained elaborately in 

the Acharang sutra. A great deal of information can 

also be found in Ayurveda. Ten stages of life have 

been delineated, each stage lasting for 10 years. Up 

to 40 years there is growth and development, after 

which decay begins. 

Why do I wear spectacles? My eyesight was good. 

At the age of 40, a team of eye-specialists came 

from Bikaner Hospital, Rajasthan. They advised me 

to use spectacles, as I have to study and read a lot, 

and cautioned me that otherwise my eyesight would 

weaken. I began to use spectacles to protect my 

eyesight. At the age of 40, a person should be aware 

of what changes he needs to bring about. There 

should be a change in the use of senses, in the state 

of mind and the food consumed. A twenty-year-old 

youth can digest rich and heavy food easily, but if a 

sixty year old consumes the same food, then he will 

need to consult a doctor. At this stage, if we focus 

on our inner development, it is expected that our 

attachment will reduce. 

In psychology, there is a classification of basic 

instincts. If we look from the spiritual point of 

view, there is only one basic instinct and that is 

‗raga‘ (attachment). All the other instincts belong to 

its family. When there is attachment towards 

someone, there is the possibility of aversion 
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towards another. Aversion is the product of 

attachment. Due to attraction, the bond of 

attachment increases and we g entangled. We get 

bound either to a house or to money, a person or 

material things. If we are tied up with any of these, 

then our mind believes that we cannot live without 

them. This is the bondage of attachment.  Where 

there is growth of consciousness of detachment, 

there will be no bondage. Our consciousness would 

be free, liberated and independent. Here are two 

different states: a state of bondage and a state of 

freedom. Where there is attraction and attachment, 

there is bondage and where there is detachment, 

there is freedom.  The question arises: ‗How to 

develop the consciousness of detach.  For this, it is 

necessary to practice ‗Kayotsarg‘ (relaxation with 

self awareness) and ‗bheda vijyan‘(discrimination 

between soul and body). The ultimate objective of 

Kayotsarg is Bhed vigyan: giving up of attachment 

towards the body and senses, and renouncing the 

sense of ‗mine‘. Shavasan and Kayotsarg are not 

similar. Kayotsarg is not only relaxing the body. 

While it also entails keeping the body stable and 

still, in the initial stage of Kayotsarg, the ultimate 

result of Kayotsarg is renunciation of attachment. 

To give up attachment towards, and identification 

with, one‘s body and senses, is the real essence of 

Kayotsarg, where the separation of body and soul is 

experienced. You come to know that the soul is 

different from the body. 

We must pay special attention to Kayotsarg. It is a 

very important technique of Preksha Meditation. It 

is the first step as well as the last stage of Preksha 

Meditation. Our spiritual journey begins with 

kayotsarg and ends with kayotsarg. Gunasthan 

means 14 stages of spiritual progress of a soul. 

When a soul moves from the thirteenth Gunasthan 

to the fourteenth Gunasthan (last stage), the state of 

real kayotsarg is attained. Kayotsarg is the best 

solution to awaken the consciousness of 

detachment. We must keep on practicing Kayotsarg 

so that the development of consciousness of 

detachment will be attained. 
         

News From  JVB Orlando  
 

Cooper City, Florida  

Samani Param Pragya and Samani Jayant Pragya 
were invited to Cooper City near Miami on   15

 
July 

2008.  The event, hosted at the home of Dr. Kishor 
Bhai, covered a discussion by the Samanijis on 
―How to Practice Right Faith‖ and ―How to be 
Freed from Wrong Belief‖.  

    Denver, Colorado 

Samani Param Pragya and Samani Jayant Pragya  
visited Denver‘s Jain community on July 31

st
 

through August 7
th
 .  The events included Pranyam 

Yoga, meditation, and various   Lectures including:  
The Power of Now, Conflict Management,  The 
Power of Positive Talk , Three Magnetic Energies 
for Success , and Come Let's Learn to Live.  The 
Samanijis also carried out a  Kid's camp.  The 
weekend activities took place at the Club, and all 
other events were held at various Jain community 
homes.      

Paryushana at JVB Orlando:   27 Aug - 3th Sept     

The event was celebrated in the morning 10:30am to 
11:30am with spiritual study.  At 7:30 – 8:30pm, 
Praktikaman was held.  From 8:30 – 9:30pm, The Life 
Story of Lord Mahavir was discussed followed by 
lectures.  Saturday, a 12 hour continuous Mantra took 
place.  On Monday morning all Tapasvi were 
welcomed including kids by JVB. 
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 Albuquerque, New Mexico 

From September 6
th
 through 10

th
, Samani Param 

Pragya and Samani Jayant Pragya were invited to give 
blessings to Pratabs wife Kanak on the occasion of  
her 17 days fasting.  The Indian community together 
enjoyed the event which included yoga, meditation 
and lectures. 

Melbourne, Florida 

On September 13
th
, the Samanijis were invited by the 

Jain community of Melbourne to celebrate the 8 days 
of fasting by Astha Jain, sister of Ankur Jain and 
Kripalia.    The event took place at the Hindu Temple 
with great joyous fulfillment including lectures and the 
cultural program. 

Port St. Lucie, Florida 

On September 16
th
, the Samanijis visited the home of 

Kishore Jain where they gave a lecture on ―How to be 
free of Sufferings‖.  Both Hindu and Jain persons 
were in attendance. 

 

Jain Society of Central Florida 

 
On August  31

st
 the Samanijis were invited by the 

JSOCF on the occasion of Lord Mahavir‘s Janam 

Kalyank Mahotsva.  The Samanijis expressed their 

respect to Lord Mahavir with devotional son and 

discourses. 

 

Florida Jain Maitri Diwas”(Friendship Day)  

 

On September 20
th
 at JVB in the Spiritual Presence 

& Guidance of Samani Niyojika Madhur Pragya, 

Param Pragya, Jayant Pragya, Charitra Pragya,  

Parimal Pragya  and  Unnat Pragya, Maitri Diwas 

was celebrated in joyous occasion.  People from 

all over Florida enjoyed very much ―Aap Kee 

Adalat‖ including JVB Gyansala students 

program.  The program concluded with blessings 

of  Samani Niyojika Madhur Pragyaji. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Health Column 

You Can Stay Healthy 

Remove your High Blood 
Pressure & lead a happy life 

 
Asana (Exercise):  Kayotsarga, Suptatadasan, 
Supta Kayotsarga on the right side (visit www.preksha.com)  

Pranayama (Breathing technique):Chandrabedhi 
Pranayam - 10 minutes  

 

Preksha (Perception):  Meditation of blue color 

on body - 10 minutes  

 

Anupreksha (Contemplation): Auto-suggestion 

- ―My blood Pressure is getting  Balanced‖ - 15 

minutes  

 

Japa (Chanting): “Om sound” – 10minutes 

Dietary Awareness:  Avoid dairy and salty foods 

 Mudra (Hand Posture): Apaan vayu Mudra  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Jain Vishwa Bharati USA Newsletter 

Committee 

 

-- THE INNER LIGHT -- 
Editorial Committee:  Editors/ Advisors:  Samani Param Prajna 

                                                                            Samani Jayant prajna 

 
 

Layout:  Steve Fridlich 

Mailing and Subscriptions:  Avani Shah 

Committee Members:  Avani Shah  and Tushar Shah 

JVB  Mission  Statement 

 

To promote the universal message of Jain Philosophy and 

study of Jainism worldwide. 

To promote the value of non-violence, self-discipline and 

Anekant (multiple perspectives) for spiritual awareness 

(enlightenment) through Preksha Meditation 

To provide spiritual guidance through the practice of 

healthy and stress-free living 

 

 

http://www.preksha.com/
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Story Column 
 

ACHARYA HEMACHANDRA 

Acharya Hemchandra was born in 1088 A .D. into 

the Modha Vanik (merchant) caste, in the town of 

Dhandhuka, sixty miles from the city Ahmedabad 

in Gujarat State. His parents were Chachadev and 

Pahini. When Pahini was pregnant, she had a 

beautiful dream. She narrated her dream to Acharya 

Devasuri, who was in Dhandhuka at that time. The 

acharya said that Pahini was to give birth to a son 

who would make great progress in the areas of 

spiritual knowledge, intuition, and conduct. Upon 

the birth the child was named Changdeva.  

The next time Acharya Devasuri was in 

Dhandhuka, he saw Pahini carrying her son. He 

said to Pahini, "Let me take care of this brilliant 

son. He is destined to be a great spiritual leader." 

However, he could not convince her to give him her 

son. The Acharya kept pursuing and reminding that 

her son would become a famous monk and would 

glorify the Jain Order. Again, he requested that she 

should sacrifice her self-interest and love for the 

child for the good of the people. Ultimately, Pahini 

let the Acharya take her son with him.  

He initiated Changdeva into 

monkshood and named him 

Somachandra. The disciple 

was very intelligent and 

soon mastered the 

darshanas, scriptures, 

nyaya, grammar, etc. At the 

same time, he cultivated 

excellent virtues like 

forbearance, tolerance, holiness, simplicity, 

discipline, chastity, and generosity. Somachandra 

was incomparable in administration and efficiency. 

Acharaya Devasuri made Somachandra an acharya 

when he was only twenty-one years old. At that 

time, he was given the name Hemchandra Acharya.  

The fame of Hemchandra's efficacy and knowledge 

gradually spread everywhere. The noble culture was 

on the rise in Gujarat due to the ability of 

Hemchandra and the cooperation of King 

Siddharaja of Gujarat. King Siddharaja was 

succeeded by Kumarpal. Hemchandra had predicted 

seven years earlier that Kumarpal would be the 

king. Also, the acharya had once saved Kumarpal's 

life. Therefore, Kumarpal considered Hemchandra 

his spiritual teacher (guru) and benefactor. 

Kumarpal gave him the exceptional honor and 

sought his advice in the shaping of his kingdom in 

Gujarat. In a very short time, Gujarat became a 

center of non-violence, learning, and good culture.  

Hemchandra did not only think of the development 

of his own career, but always thought of the 

universal welfare. In spite of this, some Brahmins 

were very jealous about this and they were trying to 

disgrace Hemchandracharya and Jainism. 

Therefore, some Brahmins approached King 

Kumarpal and said, "Hemchandracharya is a very 

egoistic person and he does not respect Hindu 

Gods." King Kumarpal was not ready to accept 

these views about his spiritual teacher, 

Hemchandracharya. Brahmins requested King 

Kumarpal that he should invite Hemchandracharya 

to come to the temple of Lord Shiva (God of 

destruction). The purpose of this was to humiliate 

Hemchandracharya because they thought he would 

not go to the temple of Lord Shiva and bow down 

to him. When Hemchandracharya came, King 

Kumarpal said, "We would go to the temple of Lord 

Shiva." He accepted the offer without any 

hesitation. Brahmins were happy in their mind 

thinking that they would be able to make their point 

today and glorify their religion. Yet, they were 

wrong. They underestimated Hemchandracharya. 

To the surprise of those Brahmins, 

Hemchandracharya bowed down in front of Lord 

Shiva but by saying,  

"Bhavbijaskurajanana ragadayah 

kshaymupagata yasya; Brahma va 

Vishnurva haro Jino va 

namastasmai."  

Meaning, "I am bowing down to that god, who has 

destroyed the passions like attachment (Rag) and 

hatred (Dwesh) which are the cause of worldly 

life, whether he is Brahma, Vishnu, or Jina."  

This showed that indeed the Acharya was genius 

and had a broad-minded attitude based on basic Jain 

principles. Under Hemchandra's influence, King 

Kumarpal accepted the Jainism. He prohibited 

violence and killing of any animal in his kingdom. 

King Kumarpal made many laws that nurtured the 
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Jain religion. Vegetarianism was found not only in 

the Jains, but also in all the people of Gujarat. 

Jainism became the land of the region. 

Hemchandra composed several literary works that 

included many verses. The Acharya was the first 

one to put non-violence on a political platform. He 

was the architect of the greatness and unity of 

Gujarat. In the field of metaphysics, he was a Yogi. 

His work Yoga-Shastra, a treatise on yoga, is very 

famous. People called him 'Kali-kala Sarvajna' 

meaning ‗all-knower in the dark period‘. He died in 

1173 A. D. at the age of eighty-four. The Jain 

culture still shines brightly in Gujarat, due to the 

influence of the literary works contributed by the 

great Acharya Hemchandra. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Diwali 

A festival to Awaken Inner Light 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Upcoming Events 
 

October 25
th     

  at JVB Orlando 12 hours Deepavali  

Jaap beginning 8:00am to 8:00pm 

 

January 16-18
th

  Annual Spiritual Camp in Orlando,FL 

 

INVITATIONS TO SAMANIS 
 

If  you would like to extend an invitation to the Jain  

Samanis to appear at your school, college, university, 

church, organization or Jain Centers, please feel free 

to contact the Jain Vishwa Bharati USA at 407-852-

8694.  Invitations from all regions of the United States 

and all over the world will be considered. 

13
th

 Annual Family 

Spiritual Camp 

Orlando Florida 
 

January 16th – 18th ,  2009 

 
A weekend of fun for Families 

including 

 

-Health Lectures  

-Preksha Meditation 

-Yoga Exercise 

- Youth and Kids Classes 

- Spiritual Classes 

- Cultural Program 

 

 

Diwali is the most important festival in India.  For 

jains, Diwali marks the anniversary of the attainment 

of Moksha by Mahavir-Swami in 527 BC.  The 

festival falls on the last day of the month of Ashvin, 

the end of the year in the Indian calendar.  But the 

celebration starts in the early morning of the 

previous day as Lord Mahavir commenced his last 

sermon (final discourses know as Uttardhyayan), 

which lasted until the night of Diwali.  At midnight, 

his soul left his body and attained liberation, 

Moksha.   Eighteen kings of northern India were 

present in his audience at the time of his final 

sermon.  They decided that the light of their master‘s 

knowledge should be kept alive symbolically by 

lighting of lamps. Hence it is called Deepavali or 

Diwali, (deep means a lamp and avali means series 

or multiple).  But the light of Lord Mahavir‘s 

knowledge cannot be kept alive by just lighting the 

lamps.  That is an external approach.  Realistically, 

we should light up our internal lamps – awaken our 

inner vision by practicing the path preached by Lord 

Mahavir.  As traditional Diwali lamp needs a clay 

bowl, oil, and cotton wick.  The inner lamp needs 

the right faith, right knowledge, right conduct and 

right Tap (austerity).  External lamps need oxygen 

while internal lamps need self-effort.  The resolution 

to adopt the practice of good conduct is the way to 

celebrate the Diwali.  Some fast for two days as Lord 

Mahavir did.  Some people recite –―Shri Mahavir 

Swami Sarvajnaya Namah‖ one very bead of the 

rosary (108 beads in one rosary) first followed by 19 

rosaries of reciting ―Shri Mahavir Swami Paragataya 

Namah‖ on each bead.  In brief, Diwali is for 

enhancing the spiritual wealth. 
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 Jain Vishwa Bharati  USA 

               7819  Lillwill Ave. 

               Orlando, Florida  32809 

              Address Correction  Requested 

 

Anyone wishing to sponsor an issue of the 

--INNER LIGHT— 

as a memorial, a dedication, or to celebrate 

a spiritual achievement can write to: 

 

JAIN VISHWA BHARATI  USA 

7819 Lillwill  Ave. 

Orlando,  Florida  32809 
 

 

 

 

FOR INFORMATION CALL:  

 

 
 

407-852-8694 

         Email,  jainvishwa1@gmail.com 

         Website: www.jainvishwabharati.org  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JVB Center Schedule 2008 

 

Ways to Get Involved 
 Regular Yoga and Preksha 
Meditation (English)– Each Saturday 8 - 
9am 
 Regular Meditation and Jain Study 
(English)– Every Thursday 2 – 3pm 
 Devotional Song Evening – Every 
3rd Friday  - 8:15 – 9:45pm 
 Jain Study (Hindi)– Every  
Wednesday  8 – 9pm 
 Jain Classes – 
       Every 2nd and 4th Sunday  3 – 5pm 

Spiritual Discourses and Youth and 
kids Classes  
 

 

Counseling - for Physical, Mental, and 
Emotional healing - by Appointment 
 

BULK  RATE 

U.S.  POSTAGE 

PAID 

ST. CLOUD,  FL. 

PERMIT  # 62 


